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ABSTRACT 
Let Ax = b be a large linear system of equations, and let the eigenvalues of the 
matrix A lie in one or several known simply connected regions Sj, j = l(l)Z, in the 
complex plane. We consider the iterative solution of such linear systems by methods 
that make use of polynomials { p,(.z)}~__a orthogonal on the boundary of Ui= ,Sj. We 
show that for boundary curves such that the p,(z) satisfy a three-term recurrence 
relation, iterative methods based on this recurrence relation yield an optimal asymp- 
totic rate of convergence. For boundary curves for which the p,,(z) do not satisfy a 
three-term recurrence relation, we show that n-cyclic Richardson iteration methods 
with relaxation parameters chosen as the reciprocal roots of p,,(z) give nearly 
asymptotic optimal convergence for n sufficiently large. Our analysis suggests that in 
many cases the iterative methods should he based on residual polynomials p,(z)/p,(O), 
instead of on the corresponding kernel polynomials 
Numerical examples are presented. 
*Research supported in part by the National Science Foundation under grant DMS-8404980. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the iterative solutions of large linear systems 
of equations 
Ax=b, AEC~~~, x,bECN. (1.1) 
We consider for instance methods of the form 
X nil =x, + S,(Ax, - b), n=0,1,2 ,..., (1.2) 
where x0 is an arbitrary starting vector. We wish to choose the relaxation 
parameters 8, E C so that the x n converge rapidly to the solution of (1.1) as n 
increases. We assume that A is a nonsingular matrix whose eigenvalues lie in 
a finite number of known compact simply connected disjoint regions Sj, 
j = l(l)Z, with 0 P Sj. The boundaries as, of Sj are assumed to be smooth 
Jordan curves or smooth Jordan arcs. Let S := U5=lSj and as:= Uf,,dS,. 
We investigate the rate of convergence of some iterative methods based on 
polynomials orthogonal on as. We also consider the computation of the 
relaxation parameters. Our motivation for this study is that orthogonal 
polynomials are fairly convenient to use in computations. They are shown to 
yield iterative methods with an optimal or nearly optimal asymptotic rate of 
convergence. 
For f, g E L2( as) introduce the inner product 
where the bar denotes complex conjugation and p(z) is a smooth weight 
function to be specified below. Let { p,(z))?+, denote a family of orthonor- 
ma1 polynomials with respect to this inner product, i.e. the pk(.z) satisfy 
degree pk(z) = k and 
(P/r, Pj> = 'kj, k, j>O, 0.4) 
where akj denotes the Kronecker delta function. 
Let conv(S) denote the convex hull of S. In our discussion on iterative 
methods, we distinguish the cases 
(a) I=lor(Z>landO4conv(S)); 
(b) I > 1 and 0 E conv(S); 
(c) (d) the p,(z) satisfy [do not satisfy] a three-term recurrence relation. 
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Assume that (a) holds. Then p,(O) grows exponentially with n; see 
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. If the p,(z) satisfy a three-term recurrence relation, this 
relation can be used to define an iterative method that yields an error 
x - x, = [P,(AVP,(W~ - xc,) h h w ic is b ounded by O(]p,(O)]-‘) as n + co; 
see Sections 2 and 3. This rate of convergence is shown to be asymptotically 
optimal. 
Polynomials orthogonal on arbitrary curves and arcs in the complex plane 
generally do not satisfy a three-term recurrence relation. For regions S such 
that (a) holds but the p,(z) do not satisfy a three-term recurrence relation, 
we consider the n-cyclic Richardson iteration method with the reciprocal 
roots of p,(z) as relaxation parameters. For m = kn we show that the error in 
x, is bounded by O(]p,(0)]-k) as k + co. For n sufficiently large, this rate of 
convergence is nearly asymptotically optimal. 
A well-known approach to iterative methods is to use the recurrence 
relation for or the zeros of the kernel polynomials 
(1.5) 
see Stiefel [16], Faddeev and Faddeeva [5, pp. 529-5311, and recent papers 
by Saad [13, 141 and Smolarski [15]. This approach is based on minimizing 
the norm (9,9) over all polynomials 9 of degree < n with 9(O) = 1. The 
unique solution to this problem is given by the kernel polynomial 9,,(z). In 
Sections 2 and 3 we consider the properties of the kernel polynomials. Here 
we only wish to point out that when condition (a) holds, then iterative 
methods using the zeros or recurrence relation for the p,(z) for many regions 
S and weight functions p(z) yield faster convergence than iterative methods 
using the zeros or recurrence relation for the kernel polynomials 9,(z). This 
is shown in Section 3. 
Iterative methods based on kernel polynomials may, however, be prefer- 
able when condition (b) holds. Then some 1 p,(O) 1 may be small for arbi- 
trarily large n and the above-stated bounds for the error in x, could be large 
even for large n. 
EXAMPLE~.~. LetS:=[-b, -a]U[a,b]forsomea,b~R, b>a>O. 
Let p(x) = p( - x) on S. Then the orthonormal polynomials p,(z) defined by 
(1.4) satisfy by symmetry p,,(O) = 0 for all n > 0. 
Convergence of iterative methods based on the 9,(z) is discussed in 
Section 3. 
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We turn to the computation of the relaxation parameters and consider 
here only iterative methods based on the polynomials p,(z). First the 
recurrence coefficients are determined by a so-called discretized Stieltjes 
procedure, which is due to Chebyshev. This procedure has been analyzed by 
Gautschi [6] for polynomials orthogonal on intervals. If the p,(z) satisfy a 
three-term recurrence relation, then we are done. Otherwise, the recurrence 
coefficients of pO( z), pi(z), . . . , p,(z) are entries of an n X n Hessenberg 
matrix whose eigenvalues are the zeros of p,(z); see Householder [8]. The 
determination of the Hessenberg matrix is an Amoldi process and has been 
discussed for instance in [7]. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the iterative 
methods to be investigated and outlines the computations needed to de- 
termine the relaxation parameters. In Section 3 we review relevant results on 
orthogonal polynomials by Suetin [18] and Widom [ 191, and discuss rates of 
convergence of the iterative schemes. Section 4 contains details on the 
computation of the relaxation parameters, and in Section 5, computed 
examples are presented. 
Several other methods based on polynomial approximation have recently 
been proposed for the determination of relaxation parameters; see e.g. [2, 3, 
g-151. Properties that may make the methods of the present paper attractive 
are the general form of S allowed, and the small programming effort 
necessary. Inner products have to be computed, and in case the zeros of 
p,(z), i.e. the eigenvalues of a Hessenberg matrix, are needed, then these can 
be computed with standard numerical software. 
2. ITERATIVE METHODS 
We first consider iterative schemes making use of the polynomials p,,(z). 
Assume that the p,(x) satisfy a three-term recurrence relation, 
Yn := [(%lb)T m-1(4) - Ia”? - IPnIl"2 (2.1) 
for n=1,2,3 ,..., where p,(z) := (1,1))‘/2 and p_ i( Z) := 0. Let x denote 
the solution of (l.l), and let x0 be an arbitrary initial approximation to x. The 
following iterative scheme (Algorithm 1) makes use of the recurrence relation 
(2.1) and is designed so that the error e, = x - x, in the nth iterate x, 
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P,(A) 
e” = p,(O)eo, n = 1,2,3,. 
ALGORITHM 1 (Three-term recurrence relation). 
proximation x o, and let xi := x0 - o;‘(Axo - b). 
for n = 2,3,4,... until convergence 
I 
r,_,:=Ax,_,-b 
Y-i 
(2.2) 
Choose an initial ap- 
. . 
xrl := ~bn-lK9(r,-l - ~,%I-1) - PnPn-z@>L2l. (2.3) 
n 
By induction one can show that the x, defined by (2.3) satisfy (2.2). 
We next consider the use of the polynomials p,(z) when they do not 
satisfy a three-term recurrence relation. We shall need the zeros of p,,,(z) and 
determine them as follows. The polynomials satisfy the recurrence relation 
n-l 
hnnPta(z) =zPn-l(z) - C hnjPj(Z19 n = I,2 ,*.., 
j=O 
PO(Z) := (1,l) -1’2, (2.4) 
and we compute the coefficients hOi, 0 < j & min{ n, m - l}, 1~ n i m, by 
the modified Gram-Schmidt method as described in Section 4. The h,j define 
an m X m Hessenberg matrix H = [ Hk j] z j= i with 
H,~:= hm+l--k,m-j* 
i 
max{l,k-1) <jam, lQkam, 
0, otherwise. 
(2.5) 
Analogously to the discussion in Householder [8], one shows that the eigen- 
values of H are the zeros of p,(z). In the numerical examples of Section 5, 
we computed the eigenvalues using the subroutine COMLR of EISPACK [4]. 
We are in a position to describe an iterative method. 
ALGORITHM 2 (m-cyclic Richardson iteration). Choose a preliminary 
period m of the Richardson iteration. To avoid instability of the iterative 
scheme select, in general, m < 30. Determine if m can be reduced without 
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decreasing the rate of convergence significantly as follows. Compute an 
approximation of 
by evaluating p,(z) and pi(z) simultaneously by (2.4) at several points on 
8s and at z = 0. If a(m) d 1.05, then the error bound for an Zcyclic scheme 
after two complete cycles is not much larger than the error bound obtained 
after one complete cycle of the more complex m-cyclic scheme. Therefore let 
m := 1. Repeat the reduction of m until a(m) > 1.05. The m so obtained is 
the period of the Richardson iteration. Compute the zeros zr, zs, . . . , .z,, of 
p,(z) as outlined above. Choose an initial approximation x a to the solution of 
(1.1) and iterate according to 
for n=l,2,3,... until convergence 
It is easily shown (see, e.g., Opfer and Schober [ll]) that the errors 
e mk=Xrnk- x satisfy 
(2.7) 
For m sufficiently large, the asymptotic rate of convergence is nearly 
optimal. The order in which the zj are used may be important for the 
stability of the method; see Anderssen and Golub [l]. 
Iterative methods analogous to Algorithm 1 but based on kernel poly- 
nomials have been described by Stiefel [16] and Saad [13]. Saad [13] 
considers the case when S consists of two intervals on the real axis and 
describes how the inner products can be computed analytically. 
When the kernel polynomials 9,,(z) replace the polynomials p,(z) in 
Algorithm 2, we compute the relaxation parameters as follows. Choose a 
preliminary period m for the Richardson iteration, generally m < 30. Evaluate 
P,(O), * * * , p,(O). The largest integer 1 E [l, m] such that ]p,(O)( >, 0.5]p,_,(O)] 
we choose as the actual period of the cyclic Richardson method. This 
reduction in period does not generally reduce the rate of convergence 
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significantly and yields a simpler iteration scheme. Let m := I, compute the 
zeros zi, x2,. . . , z, of pm(x) = Cr_a p,(O)p,(z), and iterate as in Algorithm 
2. A different method is described by Saad [14]. 
3. ORTHONORMAL POLYNOMIALS AND RATES 
OF CONVERGENCE 
The present section reviews results by Suetin [18] and Widom [19] for 
orthonormal polynomials relevant for establishing rates of convergence for 
the iterative methods defined by Algorithms 1 and 2. We also consider 
properties of the kernel polynomials (1.5). The properties of the iterative 
methods are simple consequences of the properties of the polynomials 
considered. 
Let the spectrum of A be a subset of the compact set S, and measure the 
approximation error ek = xk - x by the least-squares norm I] ]I a. For func- 
tions f E C(S) we introduce the maximum norm 
llflls = Fsy Ifb> I. 
If A is diagonalizable, then (2.2) and standard analysis yield 
lIenlIz 
(3.1) 
(3.2a) 
where the similarity transform T- ‘AT yields the Jordan normal form of A, 
and cond(T) denotes the condition number of the matrix T. From (2.7) one 
obtains similarly 
llekml12 (3.2b) 
We therefore need to investigate how ]]pk/pk(O)]js converges to zero as k 
increases. Let H,* := { Pk E HI,; Pk(9) = I}, and introduce the best residual 
polynomial rk E II: uniquely determined by 
bklh s llpkllS VP, E II:. (3.3) 
The following two propositions are simple consequences of the maximum 
principle. The first shows that S should not be chosen unnecessarily large, 
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i.e., it may be worthwhile to use a set S with several components. The second 
proposition gives a method to determine how good the polynomials 
~~(z)/pk(O) are. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let s^ be a compact subset of S \ as, let rk(z) denote the 
best residual polynomial of degree < k with respect to S, an$ let ?k(z) denote 
the best residual polynomial of degree < k with respect to S. Then 
PROPOSITION 2. Let r, be the best residual polynomial of degree < k 
with respect to S. Then, for any pk E nf, 
(3.5) 
If A cannot be diagonalized, then the derivatives of pk(z)/pk(0) should 
also be of small norm on S; see, e.g., Manteuffel [9] for details. 
3.1. Simply Connected Point Sets S 
We consider orthonormal polynomials on a smooth Jordan curve as. Let 
z(t), 0 < t < L, be a parametric representation of aS with respect to arc 
length. We write aS E Cm,” or aS EC”‘+ if z(t) is m times continuously 
differentiable on 0 < t < L and d”‘z/dt”’ satisfies a Holder condition with 
Holder constant o, 0 < (Y < 1. The orthonormal polynomials are related to the 
conformal mapping @(z ) which maps the exterior of a S onto (w I > 1 so that 
@(co) = 00 and @‘(co) > 0. The smoothness requirements on aS ensure that 
Q(z) can be continued continuously to as. The function so obtained we also 
denote by a(z). 
LEMMA 3.1 (Suetin [18]). Let p(z) = 1 in (1.3), and assume that aS E 
Cp+‘xa. Foranyp<p+cu-i, p > 1 and p not an integer, 
P,(Z) = (~~~(~))1’z[c6(~)]n[l+O(n~~a)], n-+co, (3.6) 
unifmly for z in a closed subset of C\S, where c is a constant with Ic( = 1. 
Furthermore, 
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unifonnlyforzE8S. Forfixedj>Oandz~S\~S, wehave 
uniformly for z in a closed subset S’ of S\aS. Zf the curoe G’S is analytic, 
then there is a constant r, 0 B r < 1, such that the O(n-a) terms in 
(3.6)-(3.8) can be replaced by O(T”). 
Proof. The lemma follows from Suetin [la, Theorems 2.2-2.41. Equation 
(3.8) with j 2 1 is a consequence of the Cauchy integral representation of the 
derivative. n 
Suetin allows smooth weight functions p(z), and this changes (3.6)-(3.8) 
only in that they are multiplied by a function smooth on aS and analytic in 
C\S. In particular, if we choose p(z) =(1/2~)]@‘(2)(, then (3.6)-(3.7) 
become 
p,(z)= [C@(Z)]n[l+o(n-q? n+oo, (3.6’) 
uniformly for z in a closed subset of C\S, and 
p,(z)= [c@(z)]“[l+O(n-81nn)], n+oo, (3.7’) 
uniformly for z E 8s. We will return to these formulas below. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let p(z)=1 and aSECP+l*a. For any p<p+a-$, 
p > 1 and /3 not an integer, and for n larger than some integer no > 0, 
I!&~=~~‘” ]@(0)]-“[l+O(n-Blnn)], n+cc, (3.9) 
unifmly for z E 8s. For j 2 0 and z E S\aS, 
= I@(()) I-“@n-P), n+w. (3.10) 
The convergence in (3.10) is unifm for z in a closed subset of S\ as. Zf JS 
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is analytic, then O(np8) in (3.9)-(3.10) can be replaced by O(r”), where r 
is a constant, 0 < r < 1. 
Proof By (3.6) there is an n,, such that for n >, n,, p,(O) # 0 and the 
left-hand sides of (3.9)-(3.10) exist. Equations (3.9)-(3.10) follow then im- 
mediately from (3.6)-(3.8). n 
The closeness of p,(z)/p,(O) to r,,(z) follows from Proposition 2 and 
(3.9): 
l/2 
l@(0)l-“[l+O(n-Blnn)], n-+co. (3.11) 
The asymptotic rate of convergence of an iterative method generating 
iterates xi, x 2, xs, . . . is defined as i&, _ m 11x n - x )I y”. The asymptotic rate of 
convergence is said to be optimal if 
hm 11x,-xll~‘” = lim IIr,II~~. 
n+oo n+cc 
By (3.11), Algorithm 1 yields an asymptotic optimal rate of convergence. If m 
is chosen sufficiently large in Algorithm 2, then, by (3.11), the algorithm 
yields a nearly asymptotic optimal rate of convergence. 
By (3.9), a(m) defined in (2.6) satisfies limm _ o3 a(m) = 1. Moreover, it is 
not worthwhile to select m larger than needed for IIp,/p,(O)ll as = 
IIP~,/P~,K~~~%~ ~m,,OolIp,/p,(0)ll~~. 
We conclude this subsection with some comments on the kernel poly- 
nomials (1.5). Lemma 3.1 yields bounds on l)9nJ(as which are close to, but 
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larger than, the bounds on p,,(z)/p,(O). The discussion is simplified if we 
assume that p,,(O) # 0 Vn. Then there are constants c1 > 0, c2, c, such that 
4@(O) I” G MO) I< c2Pw In for all 12, 
lIPnIl as G c3 for all n. (3.12) 
Substitution into (1.5) with u := ]Q(O)] > 1 yields 
a+1 c2c3 _n 
G27p-J , 
un+i+l ci 
a bound somewhat larger than for p,(z)/p,(O). It is easy to construct 
examples where l19AlaS > IIP~/P~(W~~S. 
EUMPLE 3.1. Let S={z:)z- a)<r}, ]a)>r>O. Then p,(z)= 
(l/r”)(n -a)” and ]]~,,/p,,(0)]]as = a-“, where u := la/r] > 1. Further, 
l19nllas = (a + l)/(u”+’ + 1) > u-” for all n 2 1. 
Equations (3.6’)-(3.7’) can be used to construct similar examples for 
other regions S. 
Comparing the polynomials p,,(z)/p,(O) and 9,(z), we note that: 
the computed examples of Section 5 suggest that frequently 
IlP”/Pnmls < II9nlls; 
the polynomials p,(z) are easier to use in the computations, in particular 
in connection with Algorithm 2; 
the zeros of the p”(z) move in a known manner when the set S is 
translated. 
For regions S of the present subsection, we therefore propose the use of 
polynomials p,(z)/p,,(O) instead of the kernel polynomials. 
3.2. Point Sets S with Several Components and 0 E conv(S) 
We consider sets S with 1 components Sj where each Sj is a bounded, 
simply connected, closed set with a smooth boundary. We write aS E Ca+ if 
each boundary curve 8Sj E C”+. In order to discuss results of Widom [19] for 
polynomials orthonormal on as, we need to introduce Green’s and Neumann’s 
functions for S, := C\S. We denote the Green’s function with a pole at 5 E S, 
by g(z,{). It is characterized by: (a) Ag(z,{)=O in S,\(S), (b) g(z,[)+ 
lnlz - 51 is harmonic in a neighborhood of 5, (c) g(.z, I) = 0 for z E LJS. For 
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given points {i, {s E SC, the Neumann function N(z, 11, ls) is characterized 
by: (a) N(z, {r, {,)d2n]t - {s]+ln]z - {,I is harmonic in S, and continuous 
on S,U 85 (b) ~(z,Zi,Ts)=O f or z E as, where a/an, denotes the 
i 
normal derivative with respect to z. We also need w,(z), the harmonic 
measure for S,; i.e., wk(z) is the function harmonic in S, with boundary 
values wk(z) = Ski for .z E Sj, j = l(l)Z. The functions g(z, l), ti(z, {r, {s), 
and 65,Jz) denote harmonic conjugate functions to g(z, 0, N(z, 11, 12), and 
wk( z ), respectively. We now can introduce 
\Ir(z, {i, 12) hy@a simple pole at z = l1 and a zero at z = la, and is 
single-valued. ~(2, l) has Z- 1 zeros ~7 E SC, j = l(l)1 - 1. z + cP(z, l) is 
multiple-valued, and therefore we need to consider multiple-valuedness of 
analytic functions in some detail. The discussion follows Widom [19]. 
Let F(z) be a multiple-valued meromorphic function in S, for which 
]F( z)] is single-valued, and assume that F(z) has only finitely many zeros and 
poles in SC. Then F’(z)/F(z) is single-valued, and we define 
1 
yk:=yk(F):=ra$ argF:=Im 
. = k 
If F’(z) does not exist on Sk, we replace Sk by a curve Sk in S, slightly 
exterior to Sk. The yk satisfy 
(3.13) 
Suppose we have two such multiple-valued functions F,( z ) and F,( z ). Then 
F,( z)/F,( z ) is single-valued iff 
ok = u,(Fa) (mod I>, k = l(1)Z. (3.14) 
We shall say that F,(z) and F,(z) belong to the same class if (3.14) holds, 
and identify a class with an I-tuple 
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of reals (mod 1) satisfying (3.13). Conversely, each such Z-tuple defines the 
class of some function. We denote the family of all classes by Tf, Tl denoting 
the Z-torus and the superscript 0 referring to the fact that we are considering 
the subset for which (3.13) holds. We write the class of F(z) as I’(F), and we 
use the notation I(F,F,) = l?(F,) + I?( F,). In particular, we shall be inter- 
ested in the classes 
r, := r( a(z, ~0) -“)= -nI’(O(z,co)), n=1,2,3 ,.... (3.15) 
We allow a nonzero smooth weight function p(z). Let r(z) be the 
function harmonic in S, with boundary values In p(z). Then f(z) denotes a 
harmonic conjugate, and 
R(z):=exp[r(z)+ir’(z)] 
is a multiple-valued function in S, with IR( z)l single-valued and without 
zeros or poles in S,. 
The following functions are used to describe the asymptotic properties of 
the orthonormal polynomials. For an arbitrary integer n > 0, define yk = ykn 
by r,=:(Y,,,Y,,,...,Yl”). Widom [19, Theorem 6.21 presents a system of 
nonlinear equations which has a unique solution { Ed,,}:= i U { z jn}l= I of 
integers &jn E { - 1, l} and points zjn E C. This solution defines 
where U,, is the constant 
l-l l-1 
un = R(m)cap(S)exp - C ejng(zjn>a) - C N(ml zj*, zj”) 
j=l j=l 
in which cap(S) denotes the capacity of S. For p = 1 and 2 = 1, (3.16) 
simplifies to F:(Z) = cap(S) @‘(z, co) and up to a scaling factor F,,(z) is the 
leading factor in (3.6). For 2 > 0, we note that the poles ~7 of \k(z, 27, zj,) 
are the zeros of a’(~, 00). If &ln = 1, then the pole of @(z, zj,,)% is canceled 
by the zero of \k(z, zj*, zjn), and if .sjn = - 1, then F,(Z) has a zero at 
z = zjn. F,(z) has at most 1 - 1 zeros in S,, and by the discussion of Widom 
[19, 661, the expected number of zeros in S, is (1 - 1)/2. 
LEMMA 3.2 (Widom [19]). Let ilS E Ca+, and assume that the weight 
function p(z) E c-2+ and is nonzero. Let a > 2. Then the polynotnials 
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P,(Z) m-t/xmwrma 1 with respect to the inner product (1.3) satisfy 
P,(Z) = v(L)@( z,GQ)“{F”(z)+o(nl-“‘2)}, n-+m, ZESc, 
(3.18) 
uniformly for z belonging to a closed subset of S,. Zf a > 3, then for each 
fixed integer j >, 0, 
$p”( z) = o( n3/2-u/2), n-+oo, 2 E s\as, (3.19) 
unifmly for z belonging to a closed subset of S\ as, and 
PM = v(L)~( z,~)“(F,(z)+o(n3/2-u’2)}, n -+ 00, (3.20) 
unifmly for z E as. The constants v(T,) are defined by 
l-l 
~(r,):=2rR(co)cap(S)exp - C ejng(zjn,co) (3.21) 
j=l 
where the Ed,, and zjn are the same as in (3.16)-(3.17). As r runs through 
Tp, the range of v(r) is in the interval with endpoints 
2rR(co)cap(S)exp (3.22) 
Zf the curves as, are analytic, then the ordo terms in (3.18)-(3.20) can be 
replaced by O(m) for some r, 0 d r < 1. 
Proof. [19, Theorem 6.51 gives (3.22). The remaining part of the lemma 
follows from [19, Theorem 9.1, Lemma 8.21 and their proofs, and [19, 
Corollary 6.41. Widom shows the asymptotic behavior of orthogonal poly- 
nomials under weak smoothness requirements on aS and p(z). We are also 
interested in the rate of convergence under stronger smoothness require- 
ments. Equations (3.18) and (3.20) follow from minor modifications of the 
proof of [19, Theorem 9.11. To show (3.19) for j = 0, assume that z E S,\dS,. 
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Then, by (3.20), 
By the uniform boundedness of ~(l?“), we obtain 
1 p,( 2) I= 0 J + o( rw-@). (3.23) 
as1 
The integral in (3.23) is estimated by the technique of [19, Lemma 8.21, and 
(3.19) for j = 0 follows. For j > 0, (3.19) follows from the Cauchy integral 
representation of d jp,( z)/dz j. n 
In order for the residual polynomials to be convenient to use in computa- 
tions, we would like p,(O) # 0 for all n larger than some small integer no. In 
particular, this is true if 0 4 conv(S). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let 8s E Ca+, a 2 3, and let 0 4 conv(S). Assume that 
p(x) E c”-2+ and p > 0. Then p,(O) # 0 for all n > 0, and there is a 
constant c such that 
II II 5 ~clcp(0,ao)l-“[l+o(n3’2-“‘2)l, n + 00. (3.24) n as 
Ldl, (z) 
p,(O) dzj n 
~CIQ)(0,00)(-no(n3’2-a’2), n + co, (3.25) 
unifmly for z belonging to a closed subset of S\ 13s. Zf 8 S is analytic, then 
o(n 3’2-a/2) in (3.24)-(3.25) can be replaced by O(T”) for some constant T, 
O<r<l. 
Proof. All zeros of p,(z) lie in conv(S). Also, all zeros of F,(z) lie in 
conv(S); see the beginning of the proof of [19, Theorem 11.51. Therefore, 
IF,(O)1 is bounded away from zero for ail n > 0. Moreover, 11F,,3,11as i  
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uniformly bounded for all n > 0. Combined with Lemma 3.2, this shows the 
theorem. n 
With an appropriate choice of weight functions, Theorem 3.2 also holds if 
components of S are Jordan arcs in C”+ for (Y 2 3. Let S,, S,,. . ., S,, be 
Jordan arcs with endpoints OLD, Pk, k = l(l)Z,. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that aS E Cat, a > 3, and that the product 
and is rwnzero on 8s. Then (3.24) is valid. 
Proof The theorem follows from Widom [19, Theorem 12.31 just as 
(3.24) followed from [19, Theorem 9.11. n 
The polynomials p,( 2)/p,(O) yield a rate of convergence close to the rate 
achieved by the best residual polynomials r,(z). This can be seen as follows. 
r,,(z)/@(z, co)” satisfies the maximum principle in S, U as. Therefore 
Comparison with Theorems (3.2)-(3.3) shows the asymptotically optimal rate 
of convergence achieved by p,( z)/p,(O) as n -+ 00. 
3.3. Point Sets S with Several Components and 0 E conv(S) 
When 0 E conv(S), both F,(O) and p,(O) may vanish for arbitrarily large 
n; see Example 1.1. This may make the kernel polynomials q,,(z) simpler to 
use than the polynomials p,(z)/p,(O). The next theorem shows that 119nj1 as 
is fairly close to ]]r,]las. For the case when S consists of two intervals on the 
real axis, a similar result is given by Saad [13, Theorem 41. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let c be a constant such that lIpnIl as G c for all n 2 0, 
and let fi := ( jasp({)ld{1)‘/2. Let 11 f (I2 := (f, f )l12. Then 
119,11as Q cb + 1)1’2hh G dn +11)1’21bh112 
< cjq fl + 1)1’211r”ll a,$. (3.26) 
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Proof. By Lemma 3.2 a constant c with llp,,ll as G c v’n > 0 exists. We 
can write 9,(z) = C;=,o,p,(z) for certain constants CQ and obtain 119,,11; = 
C~!,I~k12. For any z E 8S, 
Therefore l19,,llas < c(n + 1)‘/2~~9,~~2. Further 
and hence Ilr,,ll, < illr,llas. This shows (3.26). n 
While the kernel polynomials can be used to iteratively solve linear 
systems of equations with indefinite symmetric matrices, the next example 
shows that sometimes it is more appropriate to solve 
A2x = Ab. (3.27) 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let the eigenvalues of A he in the intervals [ - b, - a] 
and [a, b] with 0 < a < b, and assume that A has eigenvalues equal to * a 
and f b. The best residual polynomial of degree 2n is given by 
r2”( 2) := T” (3.28) 
where T,(x) := cos( n arccos x) are the Chebyshev polynomials. The optimal- 
ity of r2J z) follows from the fact that Ir,,(z)l achieves its maximum at 
2n + 2 distinct points on S = [ - b, - a] U [a, b] and from the alternation of 
the sign of r,, at these extreme points. Any better residual polynomial would 
interpolate rsn(z) in at least 2n + 1 points and therefore agree with r2,,(z). 
The eigenvalues of A2 lie in [a2, b2] and A2 has the eigenvalues a2 and 
b2. The best residual polynomial r,*(n) for A2 is given by r,*(z) = r2,(&). 
Therefore one iteration applied to (3.27) reduces the error as much as two 
iterations applied to (1.1). While 2n iterations applied to (1.1) require the 
same number of matrix-vector multiplications as n iterations applied to 
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(3.27) the latter scheme requires fewer vector additions and is therefore 
somewhat faster. 
4. COMPUTATION OF RECURSION COEFFICIENTS 
We introduce a parametric representation zj(t), 0 < t < 1, of each 
boundary curve Sj, where we choose z.(t) so that ]dzj(t)/dt] >, c for a 
constant c > 0 and all t, 0 < t < 1, an d so that zj(t) is easy to use in 
computations. We use the inner product 
(f> d := pmMt(t)) dt, (44 
which corresponds to p(z(t)) = ]z’(t)]-’ in (1.3). 
We compute the coefficients ej, pi, yj in (2.1) by replacing the inner 
product (4.1) with a quadrature rule. We integrate by the trapezoidal rule on 
smooth Jordan curves. On smooth Jordan arcs we use the Gauss-Chebyshev 
rule. For both integration methods, it is easy to double the number of nodes. 
This can be used to check the accuracy of the computed inner products. We 
note that in the application of the present paper, we may replace nonsmooth 
boundaries 8S, by smooth ones nearby. Our theory requires the computed 
inner products to be fairly accurate. Too few nodes in the numerical 
quadrature make the computed approximate orthogonal polynomials oscillate 
in magnitude along 8s. 
The recursion coefficients h,j in (2.4) we compute by using the modified 
Gram-Schmidt formulation of the Amoldi process (see [7]) 
p,(z) := (1, l)p2 
The inner products are computed by numerical quadrature as described 
above. 
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5. COMPUTED EXAMPLES 
The examples of this section were computed on a VAX 11/750 computer 
in double-precision arithmetic, i.e. with 15 significant digits. Throughout this 
section, N denotes the number of integration nodes on 6’s. The number of 
nodes on each JS, is N/l. M denotes the number of points sj on as used to 
compute the discrete maximum norm 
On each as, there are M/l points lj distributed equidistantly with respect 
to the parametric representation of asj. If as. is an arc, then a point lj is 
allocated at each endpoint of as,. The N and M shown have the property 
that doubling either N or M does not change the entries of the tables. There 
may exist smaller N and M with this property. The 9Jz) are computed 
using (1.5). For all intervals the parametric representation is with respect to 
arc length. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. This example illustrates Proposition 1 and shows the 
erratic behavior of p,+i(O)/p,(O) for 1 > 1. N = 60 and M = 240. In Tables 1 
and 2, Column A corresponds to S = [i, lo], column B to S = [ f , l] U 
[5,5+] u [9+, lo], and column C to S = [i, l] u [9$,, lo]. 
In Table I, generally hlld > bn/%(o)llde 
EXAMPLE 5.2. This example is a continuation of Example 3.2. In Table 3 
we let S = [ - 2, - l] U [1,2] and compare the computed polynomials 
p,(z)/p,(O) and 9,(O) with the optimal residual polynomial r”(x) := 
T,,,s((2x2 - 5)/3)/T,,d - 5/3), where T,,(y) are the Chebyshev polynomials 
of the first kind for [ - 1, 11. N = 180 and M = 720. 
Table 3 shows that Equation (3.27) should be solved instead of (1.1). If S 
is not symmetric, it is often worthwhile to compute the p,(z) or 9,(z). Table 
5 2.0( - 1) 3.0( - 1) 2.6( - 1) 2.0( - 1) 4.4( - 2) 5.5( - 2) 
10 2.1( - 2) 3.4( - 2) 4.5( - 3) 5.q - 3) 2.1( - 4) 2.7( - 4) 
20 2.2( - 4) 3.7( - 4) 2.2( - 6) 2.9( - 6) 2.1( - 8) 2.8( - 8) 
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TABLE 2 
B C 
n Pn + ,(0)/P,(0) P” + ,WPn(O) 
10 1.16 3.02 
11 5.43 2.13 
12 1.16 1.08 
13 5.43 4.57 
14 1.16 1.47 
15 5.43 1.02 
TABLE 3 
n llPn/Pn@)lld 
8 2.7( - 2) 
16 3.4( - 4) 
32 5.1( - 8) 
ll4”lld 
3.1( - 2) 
3.8( - 4) 
5.7( - 8) 
IMlas 
2.5( - 2) 
3.0( - 4) 
4.6( - 8) 
4 shows these polynomials for S = [ - 2, - l] U [2,3]. If the eigenvalues of A 
lie in S, then the eigenvalues of A2 lie in S = [1,9] and the best residual 
polynomial for S is t,(z) := T,,((22 - lO)/B)/T,( - 10/B). Table 4 compares 
P,(~)/P,(O) and s,(z) with ~,,~(z), since each iteration for system (3.27) 
requires twice as much computation as one iteration for (1.1). N = 90 and 
M = 720. 
It is clearly worthwhile to compute the p,(z) or q,,(z) for S and solve 
(1.1) instead of solving (3.27). The nonmonotonic decrease of ]]p,/p,(0)]ld 
and I] qnll d for increasing n depends on the nonmonotonic increase of ]p,(O)]. 
TABLE 4 
n IIPn/Pmlld ll%lld IlL,sllas IPml 
4 1.5( - 1) 1.8( - 1) 4.7( - 1) 9.7 
5 5.6( - 1) 2.0( - 1) 2.6 
6 4.1( - 2) 4.8( - 1) 2.5( - 1) 3.6( 1) 
7 1.5( - 1) 5.3( - 2) 9.7 
8 l.l( - 2) 1.2( - 2) 1.2( - 1) 1.4(2) 
9 4.1( - 2) 1.4( - 2) 3.6( 1) 
10 3.0( - 3) 3.2( - 3) 6.2( - 2) 5.0(2) 
11 l.l( - 2) 3.6( - 3) 1.4(2) 
12 7.9( - 4) 8.8( - 4) 3.1( - 2) 1.9(3) 
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Table 4 shows that Algorithm 1 could be used with either the polynomials 
p,(z)/p,(O) or q,(z). Another possibility is to compute the first few residual 
polynomials p,(z)/p,,(O) and select a degree n, so that n + ]lp,/p,(O)J], 
attains a local minimum for n = n, and use p,,(z) in Algorithm 2. 
EXAMPLE 5.3. Let S=[Z-i,2+i]U[4-i,4+i]. The p,(z) or q,(z) 
do not satisfy a three-term recurrence relation and Algorithm 2 has to be 
used. The zeros of p,(z) were computed using the subroutine COMLR of 
EISPACK [4]. Denote the computed zeros of p,(z) by zjn, j = l(l)n. The 
polynomials p,( z)/p,(O) and s,(z) := l-l;= i( 1 - z y,,rz) were compared on 8s 
and, for n < 20, found to agree to at least 10 digits. This is also true for 
Examples 5.4-5.5. Choose N= 60 and M = 360. 
The last column of Table 5 shows the norm of the optimal residual 
polynomials C,,(z) = (1 - $z)~ for the set D = {z: 1~ - 31 Q a}, the smallest 
disk containing S. For large linear systems of equations, it appears worthwhile 
to compute the p,(z) or Q,(Z) and its zeros, instead of using the explicitly 
known polynomials for D. 
EXAMPLE 5.4. Let S be the closed interior of S = { z(t) := 
+ce2ait _ ;e-6nit 
+ $), 0 < t < l}. This region is almost a square with sides 
parallel to the coordinate axes and sides crossing the x-axis at E f 5. 
Estimates that confine eigenvalues to squares can be obtained by a theorem 
of Bendixson (see [17]). The polynomials p,(z) almost satisfy a recurrence 
relation which could be used for iterative solution: 
LPnb) = b - h”,“-dP”-Ib) - hn,n-4Pn-4(d (5.2) 
where h,, +i, h, n_l-+i, and h, n_4+ -6.25~10~~ as n +m. The 
remaining h,j in (2.4) rapidly converge to 0. In fact, if the p,(z) are 
generated by (5.2), the norm ]lp,/p,(O)]], agrees with the corresponding 
norm of the polynomials obtained from the full recurrence relation (2.4) to 
two significant digits for 0 < n Q 20. Again the polynomials s,(z) introduced 
TABLE 5 
n b, /h(“)lld 
5 1.3( - 2) 
10 6.9( - 5) 
15 4.6( - 7) 
20 2.4( - 9) 
bnlld 
1.4( - 2) 
6.7( - 5) 
5.0( - 7) 
2.3( - 9) 
IlCnllD 
2.3( - 2) 
5.4( - 4) 
1.3( - 5) 
2.9( - 7) 
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TABLE 6 
n IlP”/P,(O)ll<, 119”lld 1 _$f&IPn(iil)/?%(“)l min lqn(5j)l . . l<j<M 
5 1.273( - 1) 1.729( - 1) 1.073( - 1) 3.079( - 2) 
10 1.397( - 2) 2.246( - 2) 1.368( - 2) 4.647( - 3) 
15 1.630( - 3) 2.677( - 3) 1.618( - 3) 5.626( - 4) 
20 1.914( - 4) 3X1( - 4) 1.909( - 4) 6.653( - 5) 
TABLE 7 
n llPn/%@k II% II 1 _$fMlPn(3,)/Pn(o)I min lqn(lj)l . . I<jgM 
5 2.1( - 1) 2.5( - 1) 7.5( - 2) 2.2( - 2) 
10 3.9( - 2) 4.5( - 2) l.l( - 4) 3.0( - 3) 
15 7.2( - 3) 7.7( - 3) 2.6( - 3) 2.8( - 4) 
20 1.4( - 3) 1.2( - 3) 8.3( - 4) 2.0( - 4) 
in Example 5.3 agree very well with p,(z)/p,(O). N = 90 and M = 720. The 
polynomials in Table 6 were generated by (5.2) and by using the parameter 
representation in the definition of S. 
For comparison we note that if p,(z) are generated by the full re- 
cursion relations, then IIp,,/p,,(0)lld = 1.9064 X 10P4 and 
min ~p,,(~j)/pzo(0)( =1.9060x lo-“. 
I =s , < ‘If 
EXAMPLE 5.5. Let S={z:(z-4i~~1}~{.z~z-4~~1}~{z:~z-- 
8 + 4il < l}. Choose N = 120, M = 720. The parameter representation on 
each as, is with respect to arc length. 
The results are shown in Table 7. Ip,(O)l is not monotonically increasing. 
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